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Models that are used for the simulation of two-phase flows in coastal dynamics make
extensive use of empirical data. The main focus of this investigation is to develop models
for specific aspects of two-phase flows that are based on physical principles in order to
reduce the use of such data. In this study several existing empirically based drag force
models are discussed. The motion of spherical or near-spherical solid particles through a
Newtonian fluid is investigated and a new method for closure of the drag force, using a
Representative Unit Cell is discussed and compared to the existing models as well as to
experimental data. The various drag models were also evaluated by numerical simulations,
using an in-house developed program based on an adaptation of the SIMPLE procedure.

� 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The theoretical analysis and numerical modeling of multiphase flow has increasingly become the subject of considerable
attention in engineering and several life and earth sciences. This type of flow frequently occurs naturally, such as the flow of
blood, fluidized beds, transport of pollutants in aquifers, solute transport in reactors in the chemical industry and sediment
transport. According to Hassan and Ribberink [1], accurate sediment transport models are essential to simulate and predict
large-scale and long term morphological changes in the coastal zone. The main objective of this study is to put forward a
formalism in which the movement of suspended sediments can be treated as two-phase flow, built on the concept of volume
averaging. The model verification presented in this study is for the simplified case of vertical settling of particles.

The theoretical basis for studying of such two-phase processes must be formulated in terms of the unsteady motion of
various phases having unequal velocities and temperatures, coupled through drag, mass and energy transfer. Various differ-
ent modeling strategies are used, which may broadly be categorized into two types of approaches, namely trajectory models,
where the dispersed particle phase is evaluated by either tracing single particles or a cloud of particles, and fluid models
which treat the phases as continuous media. Some examples of fluid models include homogeneous-flow models, drift-flux
models and two-fluid models.

The homogeneous-flow model treats the two phases as a single homogeneous fluid. The equations are therefore the same
as those for (single-phase) homogeneous flow modeling. This method of modeling, although relatively easy to use, is limiting
in the sense that it cannot model the transfer, i.e. of mass, momentum and energy, between phases. In drift-flux models the
phases are separated in terms of the relative motion of the different phases. It describes the effects of the velocity differences
in terms of the drift velocity, i.e. the difference between the phase velocity and the total volumetric flux. Although the drift-
flux model expresses the velocity differences it does not take into account the phase and velocity distributions.
. All rights reserved.
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For the two-fluid models a full set of conservation equations is solved for each of the two phases simultaneously, along
with constitutive equations describing the inter-phase coupling. To bypass the necessity to model the discrete nature of sep-
arate phases at the microscopic level, averaging (of time, volume and/or mass) methods are used, thereby transforming the
problem to a macroscopic level.

Whitaker [2], Slattery [3], and Bachmat and Bear [4], were amongst the pioneers in the development of the technique of
local volume averaging. According to the volume averaging procedure, interstitial (or microscopic) transport entities and
equations may be averaged volumetrically over a representative elementary volume to derive macroscopic balance equa-
tions for various transport phenomena. In the derivation of the averaged equations Zhang and Prosperetti [5], averaged
the particle momentum equation directly rather than the momentum equation of the particle material. The additional terms
that originated from these derivations contain the inter-phase momentum transfer.

The medium considered in this study consists of two phases, a (single) fluid phase and a solid phase consisting of solid
particles such as cohesionless sediment particles moving in a water column. The principles of modeling flow through isotro-
pic granular porous media, using volumetric averaging procedures, are adapted and extended to the modeling of two-phase
flow.

2. Two-phase flow model

2.1. Momentum equations

For the volumetric averaging of the transport equations, describing the flow, the concept of a Representative Elementary
Volume (REV) is often used. An REV is defined as a control volume that always, independent of its location within the porous
medium, comprises of both phases in the correct locally average proportions. (For further details regarding the selection of a
suitable REV the reader is referred to, e.g., Whitaker [2], Hassanizadeh and Gray [6], Bachmat and Bear [4], and Bear and
Bachmat [7].)

Assume that / is some extensive (a volumetric additive) quantity of the fluid phase, which is assumed to be finite, con-
tinuous and differentiable within an REV, with volume Uo. Also assume that the fluid phase is multiply-connected, i.e. any
two points within the phase can be connected by a continuous curve that lies completely within it. The intrinsic phase aver-
age of the quantity / of the fluid phase within an REV is then defined by
Please
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Z Z Z
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where Uf is the volume fluid phase within the REV. Applying volume averaging, over an REV, to the time dependent fluid
phase momentum equation, ignoring all deviation terms and assuming that the fluid density is constant, yields:
qf
@
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ev f
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where the drag force term is
FDrag ¼ bðv f � v sÞ ð3Þ
with b the momentum transfer coefficient. In Eqs. (2) and (3), qf is the fluid density, e (=Uf/Uo) the fluid volume fraction, g the
gravitational constant, l the fluid viscosity, pf the average fluid pressure, and vf and vs the average fluid and solid velocities.

It is assumed that the solid phase consists of discrete solid deformable particles which are (almost) completely sur-
rounded by the fluid. Thus the solid phase is composed of an union of disjoint domains, with disjoint boundaries and because
it is non-connected, additional averaging procedures (than those used for the continuous fluid phase) have to be used. There-
fore, define an intrinsic volumetric average of an extensive quantity of a number n of discrete particles as follows:
cs �
1
Us

Xn

i¼1

ciUi; ð4Þ
where

Us � the total volume of all the solid particles in the REV,
Ui � the volume of particle i,
ci � extensive quantity of particle i defined at the centroid of the particle.

From the above definition it is assumed that ci either prevails over the whole particle or that ci is an average of the quan-
tity c defined at the centroid of the particle. The above formulation can also be considered as the volume weighted value of c.

The change in momentum of a single solid particle i can be described as:
mi
dv i

dt
¼ mig þ

X
F; ð5Þ
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where mi is the mass of particle i, vi its velocity and the last term in Eq. (5) represents all external forces apart from gravity.
Summation of Eq. (5) over all particles in an REV and applying Eq. (4), the solid phase momentum can be written as:
Please
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ðesv sÞ þ qsr � ðesvsvsÞ ¼ esðqs � qf Þg þ bðv f � vsÞ þ

X
FOther ; ð6Þ
where qs is the solid density and es (=1 � e) is the solid volume fraction. The term FOther in Eq. (6) describes all forces other
than buoyancy and drag, e.g. Saffman forces, particle–particle interaction, etc. For the remainder of this paper we will ignore
the latter forces described by the last term in Eq. (6).

The drag force term, Eq. (3), provides the coupling between the momentum equations of the two respective phases, i.e.
Eqs. (2) and (6).

2.2. Drag forces in fluid–solid flows

2.2.1. Ergun
The momentum transfer coefficient described by the well known and frequently used Ergun equation is:
b ¼ 150le2
s

d2
s e2

þ 1:75qeskv f � v sk
dse

; ð7Þ
where ds is the diameter of a solid particle.
The Ergun equation, however, was developed for packed beds and does not account for large variations in concentration

as is found in sedimentation problems. In spite of this limitation, it is commonly employed by many researchers over a wide
range of bed void fractions. It is used in the multiphase flow model, proposed by Gidaspow [8] which is adopted as default in
the majority of commercial CFD codes used to date (e.g. Fluent). This correlation is used for values of the fluid volume frac-
tion up to 0.80.

2.2.2. Lewis, Wen and Yu and Kmiec
Typical models of drag force in uniformly dispersed emulsions of solid particles are those based on the work by Kmiec [9],

Lewis et al. [10], and Wen and Yu [11]:
b ¼ 3
4

CDðReÞ
qf kv f � v skð1� eÞ

ds
e�a; ð8Þ
where CD is the drag coefficient that is a function of the Reynolds number. The Reynolds number is given by
Re ¼
qf eds

l
kv f � v sk; ð9Þ
and a = 2.65[10]; a = 2.70[11]; a = 2.78[9].
The equation developed by Lewis et al. [10] is usually adopted as a default correlation in commercial CFD codes when the

void fraction of the suspension exceeds the threshold value of 0.80 [12]. In Eq. (8) the drag coefficient is:
CDðReÞ ¼
24
Re ð1þ 0:15Re0:687Þ for Re < 1000

0:44 for Re P 1000

(
: ð10Þ
The drag coefficient described by Eq. (10) consists of the drag coefficient for two limiting flow regimes, i.e. CD ? 24/Re for
very low Reynolds numbers and CD ? 0.44 at high Reynolds numbers. An asymptotic matching technique described by
Churchill and Usagi [17] may be used to produce a combined result which is valid for both of these ranges. Therefore, for
comparison purposes (for this study), the drag coefficient may be written as:
CDðReÞ ¼ 24
Re

� �s

þ 0:44s
� �1=s

; ð11Þ
where the shifting parameter, s, determines the extent of overlap between the two physical conditions describing the two
limiting expressions. In Fig. 1 the drag coefficients described by Eqs. (10) and (11) are compared as functions of Reynolds
number. Two values of the shifting parameter s, namely s = 1.0 and s = 0.5, were used in Eq. (11).

2.3. Representative unit cell model

The drag force on the solid particles in two-phase flow can be inferred from the drag on stationary solid particles typically
encountered in flow through porous media. Applying the volumetric phase averaging procedure to the continuous fluid
momentum equation for flow through a stationary porous medium, and assuming uniform average flow through a stationary
porous medium of uniform porosity, the pressure gradient is [16]
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Fig. 1. Drag coefficient as a function of Reynolds number.
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Fig. 2. Representative Unit Cell (RUC).
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In Eq. (12) pf is the average fluid pressure, Sfs the fluid–solid interface, n is a normal vector on the fluid–solid interface
pointing in the direction of the solid and s is the stress dyad.

This equation is ‘‘open” in the sense that the variables are still undetermined and the equation is valid for any porous
medium microstructure. Secondary modeling is therefore needed to transform Eq. (12) into a closed form for a particular
application which can then be solved analytically or numerically.

Different approaches for the secondary averaging exist, but in this case the interstitial flow is analyzed on a microscopic
scale by means of a Representative Unit Cell (RUC) [13,14]. For a granular porous medium the average geometrical properties
of the solid structure within the RUC may be resembled by a cube of solid material as shown in Fig. 2. A two-dimensional
schematic of the RUC is shown in Fig. 3. The RUC has a volume of U0 and linear dimension, d. The width and volume of the
solid is respectively given by ds and Us. The fluid volume is denoted by Uf and is divided into stream-wise, Uk, and transverse,
U\, sections. The fluid–solid interface, Sfs, is divided into its stream-wise, Sk, and transverse, S\, sections. The outward direc-
ted unit vectors for the fluid and solid phases are depicted by nf and ns respectively. The description of the RUC was done in
detail in Du Plessis and Diedericks [15], and therefore will not be repeated here.

Eq. (12) can be generalized to account for both the low Reynolds number flow, i.e. Darcy regime where only viscous drag
is present, and the Forchheimer regime of higher Reynolds number (but still laminar) flow.

In the Darcy flow regime, the frictional forces on the fluid–solid interfaces, as captured in the fluid–solid integral term in
Eq. (12), are the primary causes for pressure losses through the porous medium. The pressure loss is a direct result of the wall
shear stresses. Taking into consideration stream-wise, transverse, transfer and stagnant volumes and surfaces [16] for
cite this article in press as: G.J.F. Smit et al., Two-phase flow modeling for low concentration spherical particle motion through a
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various staggering configurations, the one-dimensional form of the gradient of the intrinsic phase average pressure for
purely viscous creep flow may then be expressed as
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In Eq. (13) vf represents the average of speed of the fluid, and b0 is the momentum drag coefficient in the Darcy flow
regime.

In the intermediate Reynolds number flow regime, albeit still within the laminar range, it is assumed that flow re-circu-
lation is developed but no turbulence is yet present and form drag is assumed [15] yielding:
e
dpf

dx
¼ b1v f ¼

CDqf e2ð1� eÞ
2dsð1� ð1� eÞ2=3Þ2

kv f k
" #

v f ; ð14Þ
where for the RUC model CD is considered as a form drag coefficient and b1 is the momentum transfer coefficient for the
Forchheimer flow regime.

Since each two of the above limiting expressions predominates in their respective regions of applicability, an unified
model can be obtained using an asymptote matching technique [17]. Therefore combining Eqs. (13) and (14) results in a gen-
eral expression for predicting the pressure gradient of purely viscous flow through a granular porous medium, yielding
e
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¼ bv f ¼ bs

o þ bs
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For flow through a stationary porous medium and with relatively low porosity (e � 0.43), the values of s = 1 and CD = 1.95
were found to give good results when comparing to results from the Ergun equation [16].

Eq. (15) provides an expression for the forces between the fluid phase and stationary porous medium, consisting of solid
particles. By introducing the relative velocity between the two phases, the RUC model for flow through a stationary porous
medium can be adapted to be applicable to two-phase flow, resulting in the following expression for the drag force
coefficient:
b ¼ 25:4le2ð1� eÞ4=3

d2
s ð1� ð1� eÞ1=3Þð1� ð1� eÞ2=3Þ2

 !s

þ
CDqf e2ð1� eÞ

2dsð1� ð1� eÞ2=3Þ2
kv f � vsk

 !s" #1=s

: ð16Þ
However, for very low Reynolds numbers and e close to unity, drag must represent Stokes drag for a single particle, i.e.
CD ? 24/Re, which means that
cite this article in press as: G.J.F. Smit et al., Two-phase flow modeling for low concentration spherical particle motion through a
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Furthermore for high Reynolds number flows and e close to unity, CD should be 0.44, as for a single particle.
Following the results presented in Fig. 1 (of Eq. (11), it was found that the shifting parameter s = 0.5 gives good results for

very low solid volume fraction (compared to the 1 for relatively high solid volume fraction). The drag force coefficient, based
on the RUC model, for very low solid concentration can then be written as:
bRUC ¼
lð1� eÞ

d2
s

25:4e2ð1� eÞ1=3
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3. Model evaluation

In the simplified case of vertical setting of particles, from Eq. (6) the terminal speed of the solid particles may be deter-
mined by:
�esðqs � qf Þg ¼ bðv f � v sÞ: ð19Þ
The proposed RUC model was evaluated, experimentally and numerically, by evaluating the terminal speed of particles fall-
ing under gravity through fresh water and comparing it to predicted results using Eq. (19).

3.1. Experimental

A settling or fall tube, shown in Fig. 4, was used to determine the terminal speeds with which particles settle through the
water column. The following procedure was followed [18]: A sample of particles is spread evenly onto the insertion plate in a
layer of approximately one grain thickness. The plate and the sample are moistened with water to ensure adhesion of the
particles to the plate. The insertion plate and sample are inverted and placed into the cradle/collar at the top of the tube.
The cradle is lowered smoothly by rotation until the insertion plate and sample make contact with the water. The moment
the sample touches the water, the adhesive forces are broken and the particles start to fall. Simultaneously, the dip switch
triggers the timer.

After falling the length of the tube, the particles land on the weighing pan and the strain gauge registers the increasing
strain due to the accumulation of the particles on the pan. The strain is captured and provides an instantaneous readout of
the sample accumulation. An example result is shown in Fig. 5 where the increasing strain is shown as a function of time
after insertion.

Additionally, a camera was placed adjacent to the settling tube and the falling particles were photographed at 30 fps. The
positions of a representative (in terms of speed distribution) portion of the particles were digitized relative to the axis sys-
tem, and the speeds of the particles were calculated. The test set-up and example of particles photographed are shown in
Fig. 4. Settling tube.
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Fig. 6 From the figure it can be seen that the particles tend to be dispersed, and therefore particles were tracked in three
zones, representing faster, average and slower speeds.

Spherical glass beads ranging from 0.15 mm to 1.0 mm in diameter, as listed in Table 1, were used in the experiments. The
specific weight of the beads was 2.5 g/cm3.

3.2. Numerical implementation

The numerical simulations were done with an in-house developed finite volume program. The segregated single-fluid
pressure based algorithm, SIMPLE, was extended by deriving the pressure-correction equation from overall mass conserva-
tion (the sum of the respective volume fractions is equal to one) i.e.
Please
Newto
r � ðef v f þ esv sÞ ¼ 0:
The mass conservation equations of the solid and fluid phases were solved after a converged solution was obtained for the
velocity fields of both phases, and the pressure field. This algorithm forms part of the Mass Conservation Based Algorithms
(MCBA) as described by Darwish et al. [19]. Upwind differencing of the convective terms was used and interface coupling
was done through the drag term, based on the RUC drag equation. Fig. 7 is the visualization of the output of from the numer-
ical program. The figure shows the concentration of the particles at three different positions, illustrating the particles falling
through the water at terminal speed.
Fig. 6. Camera position and sample photographs.
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Table 1
Particle sizes.

Size Range (mm) Average (mm)

0.15–0.25 0.2
0.20–0.30 0.25
0.25–0.50 0.375
0.50–0.75 0.625
0.75–1.00 0.875

Fig. 7. Visualization of output from numerical simulation.
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4. Results and discussion

For relatively high solid concentration flows, i.e. for fluid void fractions of e � 0.43, the RUC model compares favorably
with the Ergun equation, as illustrated in Fig. 8. As expected, the model of Lewis et al. [10], over-predicts the momentum
transfer coefficient as the particular void fraction falls outside the model’s range of applicability.

Fig. 9 shows that the predicted momentum transfer coefficient of the RUC model for very low solid concentration, i.e. for
fluid void fractions of e � 0.9996, is in good agreement with the results from Lewis et al. [10].
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Fig. 8. Comparison between proposed model and Ergun : s = 1.0, e = 0.43, CD = 1.95.
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In Fig. 10 the predicted (analytically and numerically) settling speeds are compared to the experimentally determined
speeds, as obtained from the settling tube data as well as the digitized data from the photographs. The 5, 50 and 95% values
for the settling tube refer to the average speeds of the respective percentages of particles that have settled on the weighing
pan. The three speed values shown for the camera data represent the speeds of particles near the bottom of the tube tracked
in three zones of the dispersed cloud. Therefore, these show less variation than the settling tube data. The numerically and
Please cite this article in press as: G.J.F. Smit et al., Two-phase flow modeling for low concentration spherical particle motion through a
Newtonian fluid, Appl. Math. Comput. (2010), doi:10.1016/j.amc.2010.07.055
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analytically predicted data, based on the RUC model, are in agreement with each other. The value of this result is that the in-
house developed computer program performs correctly in the limit of vertically fallings particles. In addition, both the
numerically and analytically predicted data compare favorably with the test results.

5. Conclusion

A new closure relationship for the drag force has been proposed for systems of dispersed particles of spherical shape. The
proposed model is valid for high to low solid volume fractions over a wide range of Reynolds numbers. For low solid volume
fractions a good correlation is seen with experimental data and other empirical relations.

The value of the shifting parameter s used in Eq. (17) is a function of the solid volume fraction, ranging from unity for
relatively high volume fractions to in the order of 0.5 for the low volume fractions. Quantifying the parameter, s, in terms
of the volume fraction, forms part of ongoing research.

The additional forces referred to in Eq. (6) and their relative importance to the drag term is currently being investigated.
Since this work has only been tested experimentally for low solid volume fraction cases, special attention is given to the
influence that particle–particle interactions will have on higher concentration scenarios. Establishing the dependence of s
on physical parameters will provide deeper insight into the underlying physics governing multi-phase flow and the ideal
would be an expression which consists entirely of measurable physical parameters.
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